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The work starts from an interest in the ability of forms to interact in a new way with
space.

Combining traditional practices (papier-mâché, plaster, ceramics) with

experimental materials and techniques, is the prelude to a creative process that
doesn't develop according to a rigid linearity of phases, rather relying on an
accidental natureof theprocessing moments.
The fulcrum of the process is the possibility of quest ioning some practices by
remodeling their expressive capacity and adapting them to the evocation of a

new landscape, a kind of "elsewhere".

From drawing to installat ion, the work develops through hybrid forms. The
components come from the observation of animal, vegetable and mineral parts,
sometimes inspired by the art ist 's birthplace. They are mixed in a repertoire of

metamorphic entit ies. Each object is the fragment of an unprecedented world
that emerges contaminating the spectator's space, trying to establish a dialogue
with him lit by the amazed enjoyment and progressed in narrat ive forms which
return to the subject as metaphors of human att itude and invite him to reflection
in the side of coexistence with thework.





Untitled

Variable dimensions
Paper-clay, glass marbles, acrylic
enamel

2022





Echinus (the birth of 
Raspberry and Flapper)

Variable dimensions
Wood, plaster, acrylic

enamel
2022





IO|IO
Audio (4' 04'')
Stereo system

2022



Link to audio:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders
/1bHbNg9tORyLlWSqeyCYqVURjB3Qv4

RIh?usp=sharing



Lorenzo D'Alba, Cecilia Mentasti, Simone Camerlengo, "Abbiamo seminato erba tra le pietre", exhibition view.



I l sotto-di-noi (viaggio solitario di Uruqus)

285x30x30 cm
Paperclay, concrete and plaster powder, wood, 

acrylic enamel

2022







Glomerulos

160x75x40 cm
Papier-machè, concrete and plaster

powder
2021



Siamo venuti per guardare, exhibition view at Dimora Artica. 



Echinus (the portrait of Raspberry and 
Flapper)

Variable dimensions
Papier-machè, concrete, plaster, wood

2021



Glomerulos  
 

Variable dimensions (6 elements) 
Papier-maché, acrylic enamel, concrete 

and plaster powder 
2021 







Lorenzo D’Alba, Luca Pozzi, Camilla Rocchi, ‘’Portal 1|2021 U1 #4’’, exhibition view.



Tapion

120x40x40 cm
Papier-machè, acrylic enamel
2020

Link to video:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Qskogl7OVr8aXpr
omHbqtMcSI5bm6au7?usp=sharing





Digressioni sul volo del simbionte 
 

variable dimensions 
polymer clay, uv led 

2020 





Hull on two horned paws 
 
121 x 20 x 41 cm 
papier-maché, jesmonite, acrylic enamel, 
concrete and plaster powder 
2020 





Mimesi di Eukaryota 

 

20 x 7 x 17 cm 

polymer clay and olive bark 

2020 



Lorenzo D’Alba (Uggiano la Chiesa, 1998). Lives and works in Milan.
After having graduated from the Art School "Ciardo - Pellegrino" in Lecce, he moved to Milan, where he obtained a first  
level degree in "Visual Arts - Paint ing" at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts.
At the moment he is enrolled in the second level course in "Visual Arts - Sculpture" at the same academy.
He also worked as temporary assistant for several art ists, such as Giulia Cenci and Jared Madere.

Exhibitions

Solo exhibitions

2021:
‘’Siamo venuti per guardare’’ curated by Dimora Art ica with a text by Marta Orsola Sironi, Dimora Art ica, Milano.

Group Shows

2022:
"Proiezioni di una breccia" curated by Riccardo Vailat i, Castello v isconteo di Pagazzano, Pagazzano, Bergamo;
"Wish you were here" curated by Alberto Ceresoli with a text by Gabriele Salvaterra, Casa del Commiato, Bergamo;
''Abbiamo seminato erba tra le pietre'' curated by Marta Orsola Sironi, Galleria Biffi Arte, Piacenza;

2021:
''Tracciat i'' curated by Rossana Ciocca and Cecilia Guida in occasion of '' Walk-in-studio'', NON Riservato, Milano;
‘’APERTO x FERIE’’ in occasion of the art ist’s residencecurated by Cecilia Guida and Rossana Ciocca at NON Riservato, 
Milano;
‘’Portal 1|2021 U1 #4’’ in occasion of ‘’In-Festa’’, curated by Co_atto, Stazione di Porta Garibaldi, Milano;

2020:
‘’Dark Hawaii’’ curated by Omuamua Legacy in occasion of ‘’Walk-in-studio’’, Omuamua, Milano;
‘’Upgrade’’ curated by Dimora Art ica, Milano;

2019:
“POSSOPENSAREADUNASOLAPAROLAMANONALLAFRASEINTERA” curated by Riccardo Vailat i, Palazzo Visconti, Brignano
Gera D'Adda, Bergamo;
“Con la coscienza nel fosso” curated by MaurizioArcangeli e Clara Bonfiglio, MuBAJ, Milano;
“Tutti i verbi all'infinito” curated by Apuliart Contemporary e Progetto CAVA, chiostro del Museo Diocesano, Lecce;



2018:
“I premio nazionale Piero Leddi” curated by ArchivioPiero Leddi, Casa del Principe, San Sebast iano Curone, Alessandria;
“No Place.Space 4” curated by Umberto Cavenago, Area Ex Ceramiche Vaccari, Santo Stefano Magra, La Spezia;

Special projects

2021:
NON Riservatoartist in residencecurated by Cecilia Guida and Rossana Ciocca, NON Riservato, Milano.

Awards

2021:
3rd Prize RINASCITA| Premio Urban Up by Unipol with OverArt and Accademia di Belle Art i di Brera

Articles

http://formeuniche.org/five-quest ions-lorenzo-dalba/
https://www.dimoraart ica.com/interview-with-lorenzo-dalba/

http://formeuniche.org/lorenzo-dalba-dimora-art ica/


